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Warch Offers Words of Wisdom
By John-Robert Mack
"Freedom and obligation, liberty 
and duty--that's the deal.'’
This quote, from John Gardner’s 
book Excellence was the basic premise 
for the M atriculation Convocation 
address given by Lawrence President 
Richard Warch on Thursday, September 
25.
President Warch urged the 
Lawrence community to meet the 
challenge give to it by the dmocracy in 
which it functions: to "not only celebrate 
one’s individuality and freedom," but to 
also "recognize the mutual dependence ot 
the individual and the group.’ He added 
that this challenge is not being met by 
most of society. While the interests of 
students shifts from communal spirit to 
personal goals, the surveys are showing 
a sharp decline in the numbers of
students who feel that the individual can 
and must to something to benefit his 
community.
Warch asked that the students 
help to change this. He said that while 
men and women further their personal 
education, they should also increase their 
community involvement.
In fact, he added that this was the 
fundamental impetus behind the creation 
of Harvard C ollege in the 17th 
century-that youth should "be instructed 
in the arts and sciences to fit them for 
Public employment both in church and 
civil state.’"
Quoting Charles W. Elliot, 
Warch said that he believes "that the best 
solution to the problem of national order 
lay in the education of individuals to the 
ideals of service, stewardship, and 
cooperation." And, to that end. he 
charges members of the Lawrence
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community to try to blend their personal 
goals with the needs of those around 
them.
The convocation’s introduction 
was given by Anthropology professor 
George Saunders, who explained that the 
convocation itself was a rue of passage, 
a ritual of celebration which helps to 
reaffirm the values and symbols ot the 
Lawrence community. He stated that the 
purpose of the convocation was that of 
intellectual "renewal, rebirth, and 
fertility." He added that this was a time 
which signified the end of leisure and the 
beginning of an educational planting 
season to be reaped this coming June.
Together. Saunders and Warch 
urged the new and returning students to 
look at this year as a time to renew 
efforts towards the acquisition of 
knowledge and experience, and to 
redouble the desire to serve the 
d em o cracy --th e  p e o p le --o f th is 
community.
Nader Advocates Citizen Involvement
By Steve Siegel
Nationally renowned consumer 
advocate Ralph Nader spoke to an 
estimated 1,000 people in the Lawrence 
M em orial C hapel F riday night, 
September 19. The subject of Nader's 
100-minute address was the "Citizen’s 
Movement in America," a movement 
which Nader said must exist if a 
democratic society is going to succeed.
Nader said that the citizen's 
movement is "what democracy is all 
about." It is about fighting city hall, 
about taking an active approach to 
change society for the better by 
eliminating injustices perpetuated by 
"government dereliction or corporate 
irresponsibility." Nader, a Connecticut 
lawyer, stated that Lawrence, as a small 
liberal arts college, should provide a 
perfect backdrop to the establishment of 
a strong citizen's movement because the 
qualities that such a movement requires: 
idealism, freedom, and the resources - 
laboratories, libraries - to aid in the 
perception of injustice. "Students have a 
unique status...you're as free as you're 
ever likely to be," he declared. "You arc a 
thinking human being...you can apply 
the facts to a set of values," he added, 
echoing the theoretical goal of a liberal 
arts education: establishment of a set of 
values and the development of rational 
and independent thinking skills. Nader 
pounded home his theme of developing a 
citizen's movement in Wisconsin, saying 
that he’d like this night to become a 
"memorable evening in the history of 
[Lawrence]."
Speaking to the class of 1990, he 
urged students to "spend time learning 
the kinds of things you can’t do later." 
He questioned how many in the freshman 
class would be reading sociology or 
political science after college. He 
encouraged the students to get involved 
to help right the wrongs that have been
and continue to be committed in this 
country today, arguing that "the quality 
of citizen involvement determines the 
success or failure" of that society, 
whether it is achieved through forums 
such as letters to the editor, civil rights 
m arches, c iv il liberties groups, 
demonstrations, or2 the use of one's 
right to vote. He labeled "pathetic" the 
fact that only 24% o f college age citizens 
voted in the last election. "Students 
should have a higher estimation of their
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Nader espouses liberalism in 
the chapel.
own significance," he stated. He noted 
that students’ low opinion of their ability 
to change the state of the nation and of 
the world is due to the fact that we are 
not encouraged to lead -  but to follow. 
"Memorize instead of question," he 
added, is the system of learning that 
p red o m in a tes  in th is  coun try . 
" M e m o riz a tio n , r e g u rg i ta t io n ,  
vegetation," he said, partially, but not 
wholly, tongue in check.
"How m any peop le  see
themselves as advancing justice?" he 
asked. ”We pledge allegiance" to the Hag, 
he said, "but we are not cncouraged to be 
leaders or taught how to be a ciuzen."
Nader em phasized that the 
"powers that be" — corporations, for 
instance -- have an interest in preserving 
the status quo. Change has to come from 
individuals who see an injustice being 
committed. He pointed out that one 
would not understand this merely by 
reading textbooks of American history. 
Nader added that discussions of 19th 
century America should have said that 
"America is one-half of a democracy," 
referring to the fact that women did not 
have the right to vote until 1920. How 
did the change come about? According to 
Nader, women trekked "door-to-door in 
K ansas," am ong o ther p laces, 
distributing positions. Many people were 
shocked at such activity, he said, but 
Nader defended that behavior, arguing 
that the "anathem a of today is 
commonplace tomorrow." He illustrated 
his point with an example of black 
engineering students of the 1960’s being 
unable to sit in certain portions of 
restaurants because of their skin color. 
"They sat at a white-only counter, were 
arrested, got lawyers, won," said Nader, 
playing the role of historian, and thus 
dcscgragation became the word of the 
day. Blacks take the choices they have 
available now for granted, he said. Only 
20 years ago, those choices weren't there. 
Citizen movements, he continued, were 
responsible for the change. Today, many 
situations have improved, but there 
rem a in s  en o rm o u s  room  fo r 
im provem ent. N ader offered an 
appropriate example for the largely 
student-attended lecture.
He blasted  the Scholastic 
Aptitude Test (SAT) and its emphasis on 
standardized, multiple-choice questions. 
[The SAT has become an accepted 
standard for measuring the intelligence of
college-bound high school students but 
has recently come under firc.J Are you 
going to be a "multiple-choice lawyer"? 
he asked, only half facetiously. 
Administrators, he argues, decide that 
essays are too hard to grade. They’d rather 
"shove" a standarized answer sheet 
"through a machine." And, he continued, 
they don't "measure creativity, stamina, 
persistence, judgment, or experience" but 
they do measure "everything else that's 
important," he added sarcastically. He 
labeled the SAT a "3-hour exercise in 
specialized fraud," claiming that it 
destroys the self-esteem and feelings of 
self-worth so important to a teenager. "A 
pecking order is created," among student, 
he said. Students think, because they did 
poorly on the SAT, that "I can’t be a 
biologist." This, he argued, just isn’t 
true. Fortunately, the reliance on the 
SAT is waning slightly. Nader said that 
Harvard College is considering dropping 
the requirement that all prospective 
students take the test; further, a group of 
New York high school students sued and 
won release of the test’s predictive 
information -- data which interpret the 
meaning of the test scores. According to 
Nader, the correlation between doing well 
on the test and later success is "very 
low." Additionally, Nader said that the 
test "d isto rts  the high school 
curriculum." What if you want to be a 
"community organizer, writer, thinker" 
or someone who effectively uses his or 
her imaginauon? What does the SAT say 
about the possibility of pursuing one of 
these careers? demanded Nader. The SAT, 
concluded Nader, is "tyranny." He 
substantiates such a claim by decrying 
all the attention given to scoring well on 
the test ~  numerous books and courses 
offering strategies -- instead of 
concentrating of real learning. What if 
you had to "push a beach ball across a
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Real Learning
A n  E d i t o r ia l
By Steve Siegel
Uppcrclassmcn should already 
know it. Frcshincn should soon begin to 
realize it. Unexpcctcd, particularly to the 
matriculating student, fearful of the giant 
monolith that is college, is certainly 
what it is. It is surprising the first time 
you can actually say it. You ponder it; it 
never ceases to impress.
"It" is the learning that takes 
place not in our high-powered classes 
taught by our high-powered instructors. 
No, we cxpected that when we applied to 
college. Instead, it is the growing, 
changing , learning, seeing, and 
cumulating that takes place outside of 
class -  outside institu tionalized  
liiwrcnce.
And President Richard Warch 
captured the image that never ceases to 
impress very well in his speech to the 
entering freshmen last Friday, September 
19.
He said, "To us, you arc not 
dicsmbodicd minds, but persons. We 
want you to be spirited, engaged, and 
responsible persons: persons who arc 
sensitive to the common courtesies of 
communal life; persons who arc tolerant 
ol those different from themselves, 
indeed who welcome the diversity of our 
community; persons who take pleasure 
in the line arts and appreciate beauty; 
persons who relish a substantive 
conversation or even argument about 
values, public policy, national and world 
affairs, a novel, a film; persons who
with one another will be playful and 
joyous and whose relationships will be 
caring and supportive."
What is he really saying here? He 
is calling for tolerance; for interest in 
culture; for interest in each other; for 
u n d erstan d in g  each o ther; for 
understanding our world.
Lawrence is so much more than 
three classes each term, it's astounding.
What happens during those 70 
minutes on a Monday morning when 
you sit in class? You pay attention. 
Hopefully. Writing down what is said. 
Often times you listen but you do not 
hear. Likewise, during the hours spent in 
front of your books, you can turn pages, 
but you may not be rea d in g . In art 
classes, you may look, but not see.
Learning in the classroom is 
compromised because it is required. 
Although you may enjoy going to class, 
the learning will not -* indeed, it cannot 
-- be as intense as it can outside of class, 
where you and a friend, acquaintance, or 
companion might strike up a discussion 
about the art, film, book, or essay that 
you arc studying. Only then, when it is 
entirely of your own volition, do the 
creative, the logical, and the interpretive 
juices begin flowing their fastest. Two 
students, with perhaps nothing in 
common excepting that they arc both at 
a similar level of mental and emotional 
development, can sit under a tree, on a 
hill, in a hall, on a stair and thoroughly 
enjoy and understand each other and each 
other's views. They truly "relish a 
substantive conversation." And that is 
really where the "spirited, engaged, and 
responsible persons" can be found: under 
a tree, on a hill, in a hall, on a stair.
Rik Warch speaking to the students.
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Si Georges University School of Medicine with more than 1050 graduates licensed in 33 states 
otters a rigorous nine semester program leading to the degree of Doctor of Medicine 
In January 1985, The Journal of the American Medical Association published a report 
which ranked St Georges number one of all major foreign medical schools in the initial pass 
rate on the ECFMG Exam
70 medical schools in the United Stales have accepted over 630 St Georges students 
with advanced standing
St Georges has received probationary approval to conduct clinical clerkships in New 
Jersey sub|ect to regulations ot the State Board of Examiners
A Loan Program tor Entering Students has been instituted tor a limited number of gualified 
applicants
For information please contact the Office ol Admissions 
St George s University School of Medicine 
. The Foreign Modical School Services Corporation 
One East Mam Street, Bay Shore, N Y. 11706. Dept. C-2 
(516) 665 8500
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New London Study Center
By Amy Bell
The London Study C enter 
relocated over the summer because the 
Vienna Group of Hotels, who leased the 
old London Study Center to Lawrence, 
was not responding to repair requests 
made by last year’s program director. 
Jack Stanley.
'It seemed as if the Vienna Group 
was less interested in Lawrence 
University's needs, and more interested in 
the role of absentee landlord," said 
Stanley, a religion professor.
The Vienna Group of Hotels 
leased three buildings to Lawrence over 
the past six years, according to Charles 
Lauter, Dean of Students. The most 
recent building was Darwin Lodge, 
located at 16 W estboume St. It was 
across the street from the Lancaster Gate 
tube stop and Kensington Gardens.
First term last year at Darwin 
Lodge, the ceiling came down in a 
ground floor room. The ceilings in all of 
the rooms were replaced by the Vienna 
Group because leaking showers in the 
student rooms made the ceilings unsafe.
Second term, a chunk of cement 
cornice on the outside of the building fell 
off into the street. Additionally, the gas 
range in the kitchen leaked.
These were potentially harmful 
things that the Vienna Group wasn’t 
responding to," said Stanley. "The rest of 
the comice was removed by the Vienna 
Group only when the W estminster 
Council ordered it to do so. 1 give a lot 
of credit to the Lawrence students who 
were paucnt and understanding during the 
difficulties at Darwin Lodge."
During third term, Stanley spoke 
with Lawrence about the safety hazards at 
the lodge. Lauter, who was in Germany
for the year, went to London to negotiate 
with the Vienna Group.
"We wanted to put things on 
sound footing with the Vienna Gamp so 
that we could get things repaired 
expeditiously with a contract," said 
Lauter. "We thought such a contract 
could be negotiated, but the Vienna 
Group wasn't interested.”
After negotiations fell through, 
Lauter began to look at other options for 
the '86-'87 school year. Lauter considered 
individual apartments for students, as 
w’cll as placing students with families. 
They also looked for an arrangement 
similar to that of Darw in Lodge.
"Through an estate agent, Lauter 
found Coleman Lodge, located at 32 
Craven Hill Gardens, not far from last 
year's location. "The new London Study 
Center is equidistant from Queensway, 
Lancaster Gate and Paddington tube
stations," noted Stanley.
Coleman Lodge is divided into 
three sections: one section is for 
Lawrence; the second section is for 
students on the Associated Colleges of 
the M idwest and Roger W illiams 
College London programs; the third 
section is for student-age travelers.
"It’s a very good move," said 
Stanley. "It has all of the advantages of 
the other location, and a cooperative 
owner who cares and understands about 
students."
"The woman who owns the 
building lives there," pointed out senior 
Jeff Jolton, who visited the new center 
while he was staying at Darwin Lodge 
last spring. "There is a greater 
opportunity for cultural enrichment 
because it's not just L.U. students," he 
added.
University of Wisconsin 
Platteville
Busy Days for LUCC
Study in
ville  
ain
Emphases in 
Liberal Arts 
International Business 
Equestrian Studies
Courses available in Spanish 
and in English
Fluency in Spanish not required
All courses approved by UW-Platteville 
and validated on an official 
UW Platteville transcript
12495 per sem ester for Wisconsin &
Minnesota residents
12796 per sem ester for non residents
Costs include 
Tuition and Fees
Room and Board with Spanish families 
Fieldtnps
All financial aids apply
For further information contact 
Study Abroad Programs 
MM Warner Hall
University of Wisconsin-Platteville 
1 University Plaza 
Platteville. WI 33*1 S-3099 
(601) 342-1726
By Aron Livingston
Where can I find out what's 
happening on campus? How can I get 
involved? Your questions will be 
answered at the LUCC Activities Fair, 
which will take place this Sunday, 
September 28 from 1:00-5:00 P.M. in 
R iverview  L ounge. G roups and 
organizations recognized by LUCC 
(most of which arc detailed in the 
Student Handbook, pp. 29-39) will have 
representatives on hand to discuss their 
activities and recruit new members. The 
Activities Fair is the best wasy to learn 
about our campus organizations and the 
experiences of their members. Slop in 
for a few minutes, or stay all afternoon. 
Whatever your pleasure, don't miss this 
superb chance to get involved in campus 
acuvitics.
• • •
There are a number of projects on 
the LUCC table for Fall term.
There are a number of committee 
openings to be filled. Next week, a 
detailed list will appear In The 
Lawrentian and applicauons will be made 
available; October 6 is election day for
N ad er ,  CONTD FROM page i
football field" in order to be accepted to 
the college of your choice, asked Nader, 
arguing that the preoccupation with the 
SAT is an alternative to real education. 
Nader offered other illustrations.
"Do you believe the ads?" he 
asked, referring to the competing claims 
that the public is bombarded with via the 
mass media. He argued that one cannot 
simply accept manufacturers' claims and 
he illustrated his point poignantly. 
"What do you think of when you think 
of hood ornaments and tail fins?" he 
asked, referring to the fancy body work
that adorned cars of the 1950's. Only 1 in 
1000, he said , will say "dead 
pedestrians." Yet, that, he stated 
nonchalantly, is the legacy of tail fins. 
He claimed that children on bicycles have 
been killed -  not due wholly to the 
collision with a car -  but because, 
having been thrown from their bicycle.
LUCC student representatives and those 
wishing to serve on the Alcohol and 
Drug Education Committee. Candidate 
packets for LUCC representative arc 
available at the Information Desk in the 
Memorial Union and must be turned in 
by Fnday, October 3.
Once these preliminary activities 
are com pleted, LUCC will survey 
students regarding the Lawrence phone 
system and about student interest in 
establishing a Transportation Committee 
that would help students get home for 
holidays or weekends and would 
coordinate other student trips.
In addition to our cam pus 
elections, there arc local and state races 
going on now. LUCC is attempting to 
establish a voter registration campaign 
for October 4th and 5th...there may be a 
debate taking place on campus if two 
candidates running for local or state 
office can fit such an event into their 
schedules...on November 15, a telecast 
of the Union of Concerned Scientists 
addressing the issue of the Strategic 
Defense Initiative (SDI) may air in the 
Media Center, with a forum to follow in 
the evening.
they collided with the hood ornament 
which punctured their skulls. He said 
that companies emphasize "stylistic 
pornography over engineering integrity." 
He broadened his attack on corporations 
to include food production.
Many people, he said claim to 
buy hot dogs because they arc 
inexpensive and a reasonable source of 
protein. But, he asked, do people really 
know what's in them? He proceeded to 
tell the audience. "29% fat, 12% water, 
preservatives, seasonings, coloring, and 
miscellaneous debris." W hat's left? 
Small amounts of protein and crushed 
bone (a recendy legalized addiuon). Not 
only is it not high in protein -  it's really 
not inexpensive relative to the amount of 
nutrition you're getting, he noted. If you 
want the protein of the hot dog without 
the cost, Nader recommended eating the 
bun, saying that the protein level in the 
two items is similar. He deplored the fact 
that the Reagan Administrauon has been
A Public Interest Research Group 
(P1RG) is established to investigate 
consumer issues, such as car-buyer 
p ro tec tio n  or cases of fraud , 
misrepresentation of products, and health 
risks to consumers. They work to 
prom ote the public in terest on 
environmental issues such its toxic waste 
and acid rain. They push for government 
reform in areas including campaign 
financing and election law.
Lawrence P1RG members could 
help by doing local supervised projects 
that would support the Wisconsin PIRG 
network in attaining its' statewide goals.
T he su c c e ss  o f  th ese  
organizations is well documented. In 
New Jersey, for example, students canoed 
down rivers to locate illegal pollution 
and won many lawsuits filed against the 
polluters. This kind of "hands-on" 
learning is what PIRG’s do best.
PIRG's arc the largest network of 
students working with professional staff 
on public interest issues. They have been 
established in 24 states and Lawrcncc has 
the opportunity to make Wisconsin the 
25th. If you arc interested in becoming 
involved, there will be a PIRG table at 
the Activities Fair and there will be an 
organizational meeting soon.
reluctant to enforce health and safety 
laws which tax corporations, labelling 
the U.S. Department of Agriculture the 
'U.S. Department of Agribusiness." 
Sales of 15 billion dollars a year "can't 
be wrong,” he said, referring to the 
revenues of meat industry.
He impressed upon the audience 
the necessity of asking qucsuons and not 
worrying about appearing like a 
’.deviant" to the insurance or auto 
salesman. No auto salesman, said Nader, 
is going to demonstrate the safety of the 
car he sells: "are they going to remind 
you you might be killed in their car?" he 
asked rhetorically. "Don't simply take it 
or leave it," continued Nader. He urged 
people to challenge corporauons. "When 
citizens win, it sends a message to other 
corporations: clean up." He illustrated 
his point with the examples of the use of 
asbestos (an insulating agent known to
N ad er ,  CONTD ON PACE 7
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100,000 Expected
for Octoberfest
By Murk Niquette
A day of entertainment, food, and 
shopping coupled with an unique 
atmosphere awaits more than I ()(),()()() 
people expected to attend the sixth 
annual O ctoberfest celebration in 
Downtown Appleton this Saturday, 
September 27. The event, billed as one 
of the state's largest one-day outdoor 
festivals, will occupy College Avenue 
from Walnut to Drew Streets, and will 
also encompass portions of Lawrence’s 
Main Mall Green.
Eight entertainment stages will 
be erected in a partitioned portion of the 
Avenue, featuring many types of music, 
including folk, country, jazz, and rock. 
Performers will take to the choral/dance, 
square and shuffle dance, and folk stages 
at 10:00 A.M., while the oldies, rock, 
jazz, and country stages will open at 
11:00 A.M. In addition, various 
performers, such as clowns, a mime, and 
theatre rovers, will roam the Avenue, 
entertaining continually.
Perhaps the most popular features 
of (lie extravaganza arc the food and 
beverage booths which will line both 
sides of College Avenue. Sponsored by 
the A ppleton D owntown Retail 
Association, Octoberfest is held each 
year to provide non-profit organizations 
located throught the Fox River Valley 
and opportunity to generate funds 
through the sale of food, beverages, and 
other items.
"More than 125 non-profit and 
nonpolitical organizations participated in 
Octoberfest last year," reported Julie 
Gillespie, Octol>crfcst coordinator. "This 
year, just as many exciting booths and 
attractions arc planned," she said.
Lawrence will host a portion of 
the day’s activities as more than 1 (X) 
artists and craftsmen from around the 
nation will exhibit and sell their works 
at the Arts and Crafts Festival slated for 
Main Hall Green from 9:00 A.M. to 
6:00 P.M. Prints, watcrcolor and oil 
paintings, stained and blown glass, 
jewelry, ceramics, metal sculpture, wood 
carvings, photographs, and textiles will 
be on display, along with a variety of 
wooden and straw flower creations. A 
number of artists and craftsmen will be 
working on projects on-site and will 
discuss their technique with those 
interested. A percentage of the profits 
earned from the arts and crafLs sale will 
be used to support the Lawrence 
academic scholarship program.
Another source of interest 
included in Octobcrfcst's agenda is 
Challenge Cup '86, consisting of a five 
kilometer and a ten kilometer road race. 
The races arc sponsored by the Appleton 
Medical Center. A IK race for children 
will begin at 8:50 A.M., while the 5K 
race will start at 9:00 and the I0K at 
10:(X). The course winds through parks 
and residential sections of Appleton. The 
race's theme is "A Healthy Challenge for 
All Ages."
Funds raised via Octoberfest 
booths are retained by the individual 
organizations sponsoring the stands, and 
arc returned to the Fox Valley area 
through the services provided by the 
groups. Gillespie anticipates a large 
turnout and hopes that all will find the 
day interesting and enjoyable. "We want 
to provide a day of fun and relaxation for 
people from the Fox River Valley and 
beyond," she said.
Beckwith Researches Fertility
By Sarah 11 rusk a
Lawrence biology major Susan 
Beckwith has spent her summer on 
laboratory research that has the potential 
to help many childless couples around 
the world.
Beckwith is performing research 
on m vitro fertilization under auspices of 
the Kascl Trust Summer Grant Program 
at the Appleton Medical Clinic (AMC). 
In vitro fertilization (1VF) is the 
complicated process by which eggs and 
sperm arc incubated under glass in a 
nutrient solution (a m edium ) for 
approximately forty hours and then, as 
embryos, placed in the mother’s uterus.
Under the supervision of biology 
professor Michael LaMarca and Dr. John 
Harris, scicntilic and medical directors of 
the Family Fertility Program at the 
AMC, Beckwith will be comparing the 
stability of fetal cord serum using four 
different mediums. Since there is no 
standardization in the use of mediums, 
the results of these should indicate which 
medium is the best to use.
Beckwith says that although she 
is just observing, she is treated as part of 
the team and this same familial 
environment is helpful for the couples 
participating in the program. She 
explains, "Because AMC only works 
with a few couplcs at a time, I think 
there's a much more personal, caring 
Beckwith, ( ONTO  ON PAGE s
Brewing in  the Coffeehouse
Schmidt to Perform Sunday
By Kim Foell
"You have to be to tally  
committed to a song to be able to get it 
across to people," says Claudia Schmidt. 
"I’ve never sung anything that I wasn't 
ready to sing. I never learn songs just 
because I think that's what people are 
going to want to h ea r-th a t whole 
jukebox approach."
Schmidt will be performing 
Sunday, September 28 at 9:30 at the 
Coffeehouse located in the Memorial 
Union. Admission will cost fifty cents. 
In what promises to be an exciting 
show, Schmidt will display her unique 
singing style, a blend of all styles 
including blues, traditional and modem 
ballads, and jazz. Her show is peppered 
with anecdotes, historical stories, 
wisecracks and poetry, and has the 
reputation of never being done exactly 
the same way twice.
During her ten year career, 
Schmidt has travelled extensively 
through the M idwest in her car, 
performing in clubs, colleges, and living 
rooms. She has played all over the 
United States, Canada, and has most 
recently taken her talents to Europe. 
National Public Radio's A rrairie Home 
Companion features her frequently as a 
guest. Her second album,"Midwestern 
Heart," received an honorable mention 
from the national publication Stereo  
Review. Her repertoire, featuring stories 
of life and people, full of compassion 
and humor, consists of many of her own
com positions, as well as those of 
"people with something vital to say."
Schmidt describes the human 
voice as "the original wind instrument." 
Her concerts also utilize a twelve-string 
guitar, mountain dulclimcr, and her 
favorite, a 52-string deluxe pianolin, a 
bowed and strummed instnimcnt invented 
in Michigan in the 1940's.
Tom Surowitcz, a writer for the 
M inneapolis City Pages, describes 
Schmidt's voice as being as "clear as a 
supper bell, strong as three-day-old tea." 
The different ways in which she uses her 
vboice have truly stunned and riveted 
audiences throughout the world. Garrison 
Keillor, host of A Prairie Home 
Companion says, "When Claudia sings a 
song, it stays sung!"
FILE PHO TO
Claudia Schmidt.
LOCATED IN APPLETON
220 E College Ave — 738-9101 
Fox River Mall — 739-4444 
ALSO: Neenah 4 Oshkosh
I FREE Wash & Condition I 
[ with our precision cut 1
COST CUTTERS
FAMILY HAIR CARE SHOPS 1
Remember what haircuts used to cost9 Now
you can pay that low price, yet get a great
looking precision cut At COST CUTTERS
So, bring the whole family and save1
■  Our professional stylists are expertty trained 
and keep up-to-date with changing trends.
■  All services are priced separately. So you 
only pay for what you need'
I  All haircuts are guaranteed. If not satisfied, 
return within 7 days for refund.
■  High guality perms are at everyday 
low prices.
B Ask about our private line of hair care  
products and appliances.
I Walk right in. No appointm ent necessary
FILE PHOTO
Susan Beckwith monitors an instrument as part of her in vitro 
fertilization research.
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T ech n ica l H ig h lig h ts
Sullivan Beams With Use of Lasers
FILF PHOTO
Senior Monroe Sullivan adjusts a spatial filter in Lawrence 
University’s laser lab before making a hologram.
By K ristin  K usm ierek
A laser, a holography kit, several 
books, and lots of student-m ade 
equipment stocked "the laser palace" last 
summer for Monroe Sullivan's use. "The 
laser palace," as the Lawrence physics 
laboratory is affectionately called, was 
the site for the senior's individual 
summer project: learning the science/art 
of holography.
Holography is the production of 
three-dim ensional images from the 
interference of light. Recorded on a 
photographic plate and created w ithout 
the use of a camera, a hologram is 
formed w-hen light reflected from a rigid 
object interferes w-ith a reference beam of 
light.
Sullivan was equipped with a 
helium-neon lastcr, a beam-splitter, an 
array of lenses and mirrors, and a 
v ibration-m inim izing  optics table 
through the help of a S I500 grant from 
the Kurz .and Root Company of 
Appleton. The Lawrence math/physics 
major is one of several students on 
campus currently taking advantage of rare 
independent, undergraduate laser projects.
S ullivan  was assis ted  by 
Lawrence physics professor John 
Brandenbergcr, whose grant-winning 
research proposals have equipped the 
l^awrcnce physics department with laser 
equipm ent. "This type of in-depth 
research, which is generally limited to 
select graduate students, is possible only 
at a handful o f schools across the 
country," said Brandenbergcr, who is 
enthused by such projects and hope to 
further laser programs at Lawrence.
B randenbergcr stated, "The 
summer was an influential one for 
[Sullivan] because it helped him sort out 
whether he liked physics of mathematics 
better." Sullivan agreed, saying, "It’s 
changed my graduate plans."
The unique opportunity and 
indenpendence of the laser project did not 
go unappreciated by Sullivan, who noted 
that "an opportunity like this is rare, if 
even possible, at a larger school...I was 
given enough freedom to work on my 
own compared to programs in larger 
schools."
Flow a Laser Works:
Our everyday light (called white 
light for scientific purposes) contains a 
hodge-podge of different wavelengths 
which determine its color. The laser 
beam co n sis ts  o f one specific  
wavelength, meaning laser light is 
monochromatic--madc of just one true 
color_______________________________
B eckw ith , C O N T D  FROM PACE < 
environment here than there would be at 
the larger medical centers. Everybody 
involved really cares and wants the IVF 
to prove successful in each case. The 
staff works so closely with the couple 
that they get to know them very, very 
well. There’s a lot of personalized, 
individual attention. When something 
goes wrong, everybody hurts, and, when 
som ething goes right, everybody's 
ecstatic."
However, given the present state 
of the medical procedure, the hurt 
frequently outweighs the ecstasy. "When 
one embryo is transferred to the mother, 
the success rate stands at about 10 
percent; with two embryos, it’s 15 
percent, and with three embryos, it's 20
A helium-neon laser (the term 
"laser" is an acronym for " lig h t 
amplification by stimulated emission of 
radiation"), invented in 1961, is the type 
of laser most often used in holography.
Filled with a precise mixture of 
helium and neon gases, this scaled glass 
lube is mirrored on both ends. One end 
has a 100% rcflcctive mirror, the other a 
98<7r reflective mirror. These mirrors are 
aligned perfectly parallel and are 
positioned a distance apart which is an 
exact multiple of the wavelength to be 
produced. Since wavelengths vary by 
only a few billionths of a meter, the 
slightest misalignment of the mirrors 
results in a laser that won't work. •
When stimulated by electricity or 
another power source, the helium atoms 
become excited, exciting the neon atoms 
in turn, producing light which intensifies 
as it oscillates (moves back and forth 
between the two points repeatedly) from 
one mirror to the other. The front mirror 
transmits the unreflected two percent of 
this amplified light, resulting in a beam 
of very intense, m onochrom atic, 
coherent liglu--thc purest form of light 
known to man.
Making a Holoi'iam:
"The only thrill greater than 
viewing a hologram is creating one."
This is just how Dr. Dennis 
Gabor, a London scientist who produced 
the first hologram in 1947, must have 
felt. His hologram, created thirteen years 
before the invention of the laser, was a 
cnide forerunner to the work that Monroe 
Sullivan was doing at Lawrence this 
summer, for Gabor lacked a pure light 
source.
Making a hologram first requires 
a rigid object -- something that will not 
move. Anything that will be affected by 
air flow is not acceptable. Sullivan 
selected a small, white swan figurine and
placed it on a specially designed table 
which acts as a shock absorber. 
Everything is chosen to minimize 
movement. "Laser light, much like still 
water, responds readily to the slightest 
disturbances while ordinary light, which 
can be compared to turbulent water easily 
obscures sim ilar movements," said 
Sullivan, who noted that "even lightly 
tapping a finger on the table is enough 
to ruin the hologram."
The laser's power supply is
percent. It’s our policy to transfer only 
up to six embryos which maximizes the 
chances of success without increasing 
multiple births to unacceptable levels," 
said LaMarca
Among the conditions which can 
prevent normal ferulizauon are blopkage;
antibodies in the female attacking the 
sperm; or low sperm count. The couple 
must have a similar identifiable problem 
to qualify for IVF.
Last week, AMC reported its first 
IVF pregnancy . An anonym ous 
Appleton couple have reported success 
on their second try. M eanwhile, 
Beckwith continues her research in the 
hope of eventually standardizing a 
medium and improving the chance of 
successful IVF pregnancy.
turned on. A brilliant, red light emanates 
Irom the tube. It is thin, efficient, and 
re la tiv e ly  harm less. It is only 
five-thousandths of one watt. Compared 
to the average room light bulb of 75 
watts, this seems like very little. The 
light that a laser emits, in contrast to a 
standard light bulb, is so concentrated, 
that one watt of power is sufficient to 
cause burning.
Sullivan positions a beamsplitter 
(a partially slivered piece of glass) in 
front of the laser, dividing the beam in 
two, allowing a certain percentage of the 
light to pass through. The rest is 
redirected. He uses components of 
mirrors and of glass to guide the light 
toward the swan. An empty frame that 
will soon hold the photographic plate is 
to be the recipient of this redirected light. 
When all the mirrors and glass arc 
properly placed, the room is darkened.
Only the laser light is on. Sullivan 
blocks it with a metal panel and places 
the photographic plate in the frame. Hie 
plate is coated with em ulsion (a 
light-sensitive material) and is able to 
record the interference pattern of the two 
light beams (called "object" and 
"reference" beams). The plate records at 
levels 25 to 50 times more resolute than 
a 35 millimeter camera, and is able to 
capture details whic h even the naked eye 
cannot sec.
Moving to the laser, Sullivan 
raises the beam block slowly and 
carefully, allowing the table to stop 
vibrating. He removes the metal 
obstruction, holds his breath, and 
watches the laser as it creates the image 
of the swan on the photographic plate. 
After 20 seconds, he breathes, admiring 
the image that he has created.
W e  i n v i t e  y o u  
t o  lo o k  o v e p  o u r  s e l e c t i o n  
o f  u n i q u e  a n 6  u n u s u a l  g i f t s  
f o o m  inO ia . A sia  a n C  t h e  f a p  G a s i.
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Sports: A Successful Week For LU
Compiled by Brad Snelson
Cross-Country
The Lawrence mens' and womens' 
cross-country teams competed in meets 
last Sunday, with the men taking second, 
while the women took third.
Heading the 66-runner male field 
for Lawrence was Keith Vandcr Mulcn, 
who finished the four mile race in 22 
minutes, IK seconds. Also finishing 
strong for Lawrence were Peter Bredlau, 
Peter Rudy, and Mike Burr, coming in 
10th, 11th, and 23rd, respectively.
On the women’s side of the field, 
Jenny Wilcox, Jill Edwards, and Kara 
Randall all placed in the top 15 (5ih, 
6th, and 13th, respectively) of the 33 
who competed in the four kilometer race.
The runners' next meet is the 
UW -Shcboygan Invitational next 
Saturday.
Golf
If Lawrence University was 
located in south Florida, its golf team 
might be undefeated, but, alas, it's in 
Wisconsin, where rain is an hourly 
occurrence. Most of the team's members 
just arc not experienced enough to battle 
through three feet of water in under 90 
strokes. At least that's the way it turned 
out in the only meet that has not been 
cancelled due to rain.
The swingers played in a 16 team 
tourney at the always difficult Stevens 
Point Country Club. Once again the 
low man was reliable Jon Barsanti who 
shot an 84. Behind him were brothers 
Eric and Aaron B lo fcuo , who shot 85 
and 86 respectively. They were followed 
by Mike Lcnz, Kairt Knutson, and Sam 
Crowl.
Tennis
There were no big surprises at the 
St. Norbert Tennis Quadrangular this 
past week. There is really only one good 
word to describe the squad so far -- 
"phenomenal." lliey arc undefeated in the 
most aboslute sense of the word: no one 
on the team has lost a single match. 
They sit with a 23-0 singles record, and 
an 11 -0 doubles record.
The individual records arc as follows:
Singles
Patty Dooley 4-0
Lisa Becket 4-0
Kathie Harris 4-0
Caran Frater 4-0
Linda Tomtshak 3-0
Krin Ringcl 3-0
Emily Bartzen 1-0
Doubles
Tomtshak-Doolcy 4-0
Bccket-Ringel 4-0
Frater-Harris 3-0
The next match is the University of 
Wisconsin-Whitewater Invitational at the 
Whitewater campus on Sunday.
Soccer
Both Viking soccer teams arc off 
to fantastic starts this season. The gals 
have not lost in two tries, thanks mostly 
to Freshman Libby Mullin whose six 
goals and one assist lead the team by a 
long shot (no pun intended). The team 
left IJW-Oshkosh in the dust with a 6-1
victory, and then added another win by 
defeating Loyola, 3-1.
The men have taken two of their 
first three, including a 3-2 victory over 
the University of Michigan. Again, a 
Freshman is leading the scoring. Dave 
Grctsch has racked up two goals and two 
assists to lead all scorers. Right behind 
him is Senior Tom Taggart with two 
goals and one assist. The team's other 
two games included a 6-1 loss to
UW-Parkside in the season opener and, 
most recently, a 2-0 win over Beloit.
* The mens' next game is Sunday 
at Whiting Field vs. Ripon (1:30), while 
the women play Lake Forest, same day, 
same place, at 2:00.
Welcome Back, 
Lawrence Students!
^hoo«: 739-1223-r
CONKEY’S
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PHO TO  BY ROB A1AZF
Mike Renn tackles a Falcon runningback with help on the 
way.
Football
If last week's 27-10 demolition of 
the Concordia College Falcons is any 
kind of barometer for the rest of the 
season, the theme of this year's team 
should become "We are the Champions." 
Whoa, step back for a minute. Let's not 
get over/.ealous here. Nevertheless, the 
squad combined a potent offense with a 
strong defense in their victory.
When Concordia scored in the 
first quarter to take the lead, the fans 
quickly began to doubt. Four minutes 
later, however, those doubts were erased 
just as quickly as they arrived when 
quarterback Bill McNamara threaded the 
needle through double coverage and 
connected with wide receiver Steve 
Dobbe for 79 yards and six points. 
Chris Lindfeldt's kick made it 7-3.
Concordia came right back in the 
second quarter as Steve Callaro crossed 
the end line to put his team up 10-7 . 
McNamara went right back to work, 
leading an exciting two minute drill that 
was capped off by a six yard pass to a 
w’idc open running back Greg Curtis, 
w'ho jogged over the goal line to end the 
half. Lawrence would never again be 
threatened.
In the second half, the defense 
stiffened, while the offense scored two 
more times. Jeff Campbell shot through 
the line on a one yard run in the third 
quarter to give the Vikings some 
breathing room. Then, early in the fourth 
quarter, McNamara capped off his 
excellent, 215 yard passing day, hitting a 
diving Eli Wallace to seal the game, 
27-10 and finish the day's work.
The V ik ings open their 
Confei mcc season at Monmouth on 
Saturday.
Nader, c o n t d  f r o m  p a c e  j
cause cancer), Firestone (tires that 
explode), and Pintos (a General Motors 
car that explodes in rear-end collisions).
Nader also castigated Wisconsin 
freshman senator Robert Kasten for 
upportimj a bill which Nader says will 
"cut down nghts protected for decades by 
Wisconsin state law." The bill will 
regulate the amount that judges and 
juries can give to citizens sickened, 
injured, or killed by unhealthy working 
conditions
"We may be the last generation 
which can give up so little to make a big 
d ittc ren ce ...p ro b lem s continue to 
mount,'' he stated.
Volleyball
The women's volleyball team has 
jumped out of the blocks this year, 
compiling a 5-1-1 record so far* If you 
keep in mind the fact that last year's 4-17 
mark was the team's best ever at the 
Varsity level, you must really appreciate 
their efforts thus far this season.
The team will try to continue 
their success tonight against Ripon at 
7:00. The game will be played at 
Alexander Gymnasium.
The rock band 
MISTAKEN 
IDENTITY
is lo o k in g  for a b a ss  g u itar 
p lay e r. W e a re  an  on- 
c a m p u s  b a n d  w ho  p lay s  2 
or 3 tim es a te rm  an d  is 
pa id . W e p lay  60’s, 70’s an d  
80’s ro ck , a n d  have a lot of 
fun. If in te re s te d , p le a s e  
call Brad at 731-7656 SOON!
TRIM B’s 
TRADITION...
- J ---------
c 1
GREAT FOOD, 
GREAT 
ATMOSPHERE.. Tm
ALL THE TIMK
Lr ~ = *
\  * *9 /
s r  , r
Open 
Sun. -  Fri. 
from 
11 a.m.
Sat. from 5 p.m.
Takr outs available ?.'U ‘*204 
Corner ol Walnut 
and l.awrrnct* in Appleton
Bamrauia
firataurant
on College
O ld  Fashioned Family Cooking 
Homemade Soups Breads Pies 
*  D aily  Specials *
Plus
A V ariety o f  Sandw iches
S tq r n a  Pfu. "E p silon
-  and -
'M itfe r  M u s i c
sresenL
Helccme Pack tc the 
Cuad Cartv St
F E A T U R IN G
T H E  BIG B A N G  T H E O R Y
Fnday, S»pt*ma«r 26. 9:00 pm  
Fraternity Qu*dran*i»- Had Door*
ID Raquirsd - Drtvars Lic»n«* and LU ID
vill I*
rrs NOT HOW MUCH you save...
ITS HOW OFTEN
Let HOME show you how even small deposits 
made frequently can really add up with 
our high yielding savings plans. Come HOME 
for all your-financial needs!
I l f  HOME SAVINGS
Oowntown 320 E Coiieqe •  414/734 1483 • Appleton 
West Office 2835 W College • 414/731 3116 
lin ie  Chule Office 201 E Mam • 414/788 9106 
Menasha Office 1500 Appleton Rd • 414/775 0900 
Ptione Home' DIAL 731 1000 FOP THE LATEST RATE INFORMATION
FSLIC■ ■ ■ ■
10U*< «0UtlK
LENDER
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L ost-
A. and R.
"E" - because wc'rc expecting! "R" you? 
You R ihe bcstest H.R.'s!
Lead guitar amp
4-12" speaker cabinet in mint condition 
130 watt piggy back amp 
$525 or best offer 
Call Brad at 731-7656
Do you want to make some money? 
Typeset for The Lawrentian ! Work 
Wednesdays and Thursdays for Thursday 
night layout deadline. Use easy-to-learn 
Macintosh computer system. Contact 
Amy Bell, x6878, Karin Swisher, 
x6887, or Steve Siegel, x6862
Early Music Performers!
Singers and instrumentalists interested in 
performing Medieval, Renaissance, and 
Baroque music arc invited to join a new 
ensemble, which will ideally consist of 
four to twelve musicians. This new early 
music ensemble will explore the musical 
repertoires or the 12th through 18th 
centuries. C ontact Janet Palumbo 
(7 3 1 -3 5 3 9 ) or Janet A nthony 
(738 0390)
Amy,
It's not 8:50 A.M., it’s 12:45 P.M. 
You missed the blackout?
Karin
KLR
p. 138
2-23,24,26,28,11-
27,5,28,2,5,17,5-
23,15,16,23-
16,28,28-2,1-
10,5,28,28.
Karin-
So, what's the inside of the Guest House
like?
Amy
Hey Alexander -
Do we really have to bring our own balls
to the gym?
Unsure
Mark and the furniture men on third: 
what a long, strange trip it$ been...and 
it's getting even stranger.
A Casual Observer
A blue bookbag w/black shoulder straps. 
The name "Ehlert" should be somewhere 
on the outside. Misplaced last year, it 
contains some personally important 
documents.
Erik Ehlert
316 Colman, x6889
Treverites: M aggie A., Hilary S.,
Patricia S., Kristen G., Camille H., 
Antonia P., Ellen H., Molly M., Lisa 
M., Jennifer B., Kate M., Laura P., 
Mary W. (!), and Melanie B.,
Have a great term!
You're a super section!
Love, Soozung
S.
Cheese and crackers...(?) You know 
the rest.
S.
S.T.
Blue Lunar and the B.V. Thanks for 
always being there...
A.
wha........ ??
milk? oh - y'all...!
S.
M.
You're the best sister anyone could ask 
for. Thanks for putting up with me. 
Good luck and have fun this term! We 
have to dispose the 10 soon. Love ya.
S.
Paddidle, Paddidle,
Go pee in a puddle.
Your eyes so sharp,
Even though you're a carp.
No mercy in your bones.
Your heart's made of stone.
You see faster than I,
A car with one eye.
I'll never play your game,
Your devious claim to fame.
With bloody knuckles and sly smile,
You play the game with elegant style! 
Signed: Still the one that knows where 
Lake Placid is.
AND 
No spaghetti tonight!
MISCELLANEOUS
Artist/Harper Series Schedules
Season subscriptions for the 
Artist and Harper performing arts series 
arc sold out. Individual tickets for the 
following events may become available 
the week of each concert from the 
Uiwrcncc University Box Office.
Jeffrey Kahane, piano April 3
The St. Paul Chamber Orchestra with 
v io lin ist and conducto r Pinchas 
Zukerman May 21
liarpcr Series;
Leave campus .... .Leave gym
Artisi Series; Thomas Riebl, viola Oct. 17 3:05
3:30 3:45
Wixxly Herman and the Thundering Herd The Dakota Wind Quintet Jan. 23 4:05 4:15
Oct. 9 Derek Lee Ragin, countertenor 4:30 4:45
Hie Academy of St. Martin in the Fields March 6 5:00 5:15
Octet Feb. 20 Edward Smith, Harpsichord May I 5:25 5:40
5:55 6:00
Bus Schedule to Alexander Gym  
Alexander Gym Rules
Bus will pick up students at bus 
pick-up area on College Avenue near the 
library. No other stops will be made.
T H I S  W E E K E N D  O N L Y !
BIG SAVINGS
ON THE BEST BURGERS!
Wendy's new ham burger and cheeseburger are just right tor a  light 
appetite. And this Saturday and  Sunday, you can get three tor a  light 
price! Bring the kids, or share them with tnends!
HAMBURGERS
for3 for $125 3 for$150
CHEESEBURGERS
for
-*■ a a
We've got a  big burger lor big appetites, 
too — our new Big Classic With fat 
tomatoes, fresh toppings and  plenty of 
beef in a  soft Kaiser bun This is the Good 
Stutt!
W e n d y ’s ham burgers are always fresh, 
hot oil the grill!
Green Bay
1696 E. Main • 300 S. Military • 2308 S. Oneida
Appleton
2275 W College
Prices good September 27 & 28 only.
The gym will be open Monday 
through Friday, 9:00 A.M. to 6:00 P.M. 
Organized classes, athletic teams, and 
intramurals have preference on the use of 
this facility.
Please note:
1. Students, faculty and staff only can 
use facilities. You are responsible for 
your guests.
2. There will be no Saturday or Sunday 
bus service.
3. During athletic events, they gym is 
closed to other uses.
4. Have your own equipment -- towels, 
balls, rackets, etc.
5. Children of faculty and staff must be 
accompanies! by parents.
6 . No formal student recreation between 
terms. Gym will be open during these 
times 9:00 A.M. to 3:30 P.M.
IMUGENCY KITABS AVAJLAMJE
HOURS 
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8 :30 to S»JO
THUIS 
8 : 3 0  t o  7
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9 to  12
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